Explore more storage products and discover easyStorage solutions?  Visit easyStorage.com >



easyVan
Part of the easy family of brands

Call 0800 061 4091



Quick, Careful, and Convenient Man & Van Services
easyVan streamlines your move with fast, careful, and hassle-free services, ensuring a smooth transition from start to finish.
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Request a FREE quote today!

Name
Phone number
EmailPostcode


Thank you!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.


What next? One of our storage advisors will contact you to go through your storage requirements.



Or request a quote

👋  NEW CUSTOMERS Contact us today to enquire about our latest promotions →[image: ]


[image: ]Trained, professional loaders.


[image: ]Affordable removal services.


[image: ]Rated 4.9-Star. Loved by the nation.
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How easyVan Removal Service Works
easyVan offers reliable and efficient moving services, ensuring your possessions are transported quickly and with the utmost care, making every relocation a stress-free experience for you.


1

Book Your Move
Start by telling us your moving date and destination. With just a few clicks, book a slot that fits your schedule, and we'll handle the rest.



2

Pack and Load
Our skilled staff arrives with the van, ready to assist you in loading your items. We ensure every piece is securely placed, guaranteeing a safe and efficient transport to your destination.



3

Move and Unwind
Sit back as we transport your possessions to their new home. We'll unload and place everything according to your instructions, making your move worry-free.







[image: ]Removal Services Tailored to Your Needs

At easyVan, we've simplified the removal process to focus on what's truly important - providing you with a reliable, stress-free way to move your belongings. It's not just about moving; it's about ensuring your transition is smooth and worry-free.

We're dedicated to making your move less about the hassle and more about your convenience and peace of mind.





Frequently Asked Questions


Can easyVan help with packing my belongings?
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Absolutely! easyVan offers professional packing services to help prepare your items for the move. Our experienced team uses high-quality materials to pack your belongings securely, ensuring they are protected during transit.



How does easyVan determine the cost of a move?
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The cost of your move with easyVan is based on various factors, including the distance of the move, the volume of items being moved, and any additional services such as packing or special handling requirements. We provide transparent pricing and a detailed quote before you commit to our services.


What happens if my moving date changes?
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We understand that plans can change. If you need to reschedule your move, please contact us as soon as possible. We'll do our best to accommodate your new moving date, subject to availability.


Can easyVan accommodate long-distance moves?
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Yes, easyVan offers long-distance moving services. Whether you're moving across the state or the country, we have the resources and network to ensure a smooth transition to your new location.







Ready to get started? Call us today to book your move!
Reserve with easyVan today and let us take care of the rest.

Call 0800 061 4091
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